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 Learning from New Orleans: The Social
 Warrant of Hostile Privatism and

 Competitive Consumer Citizenship

 George Lipsitz
 University of California, Santa Barbara

 In the wake of the terrible destruction of much of New Orleans by Hurricane

 Katrina, President Bush made a brief appearance at the Louis Armstrong Airport

 in New Orleans on September 2, 2005, to tell the nation what he did on his summer
 vacation. At a time when hundreds of thousands of residents had fled from their

 homes in the city because of flooding, when tens of thousands of people left behind

 still suffered terribly from the effects of hunger, heat, and thirst, from disease spread

 by untreated sewage flowing through the streets, and from shortages of medicine

 and medical care, the President attempted to link himself personally to the local

 situation. Predicting that the city would actually be improved by the hurricane, the

 President joked "I believe the town where I used to come from Houston, Texas to

 enjoy myself-occasionally too much-will be that very same town, that it will
 be a better place to come to" (Bush 2005).

 To the President and, perhaps, to much of his core constituency, the meaning

 of New Orleans rests with Bourbon Street, a tourist attraction characterized by

 excessive drinking, lurid sex shows, and music that simulates the golden age of
 Dixieland jazz. This New Orleans is a place to come to from somewhere else
 not a place to live in, a spot for revelry that can be smirked about knowingly
 in retrospect after one's return to bourgeois respectability and domesticity. This

 New Orleans is the only New Orleans that the President could imagine worthy of

 rebuilding.

 From the perspective of the richest people, the richest corporations, and the

 most powerful politicians and media outlets in our society, New Orleans must
 be rebuilt for the convenience of investors, entrepreneurs, and owners. From this

 vantage point, the black residents of the city who suffered so terribly during and

 after the hurricane are not people who have problems, but instead they are prob-

 lems. In the wake of the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina and his own
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 452 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

 administration's maliciously incompetent relief efforts, President Bush outlined a

 program of legalized looting to enable corporations to profit from the misfortunes

 of poor people. Just as he did with the occupation of Iraq, Bush viewed the emer-

 gency in New Orleans as an excuse for an exercise in social engineering and an
 opportunity to implement the free market fundamentalism that is not yet politically

 palatable in the rest of the country. The President ordered the suspension of laws

 that require affirmative action in hiring and contracting, mandate environmental

 protection, and prescribe paying the prevailing union scale and minimum wage
 for federally funded rebuilding projects. Bush offered lavish tax breaks to corpo-

 rations by making the entire Gulf Coast a taxpayer-subsidized "enterprise zone,"

 and he even exploited the emergency as an opportunity to advance his schemes to

 undermine public education by using taxpayer money to support vouchers to send

 children to private schools.

 Bush's appointees to the Federal Emergency Management Agency failed
 miserably in carrying out even the simplest tasks related to the relief effort, but

 they took pains to suggest that private citizens make donations to a list of faith-

 based charities approved by the White House, many of which had no track record of

 any kind in disaster relief. Rather than allocating funds to the publicly accountable

 National Guard and New Orleans Police Department to provide security for the
 people of New Orleans, the Bush Administration immediately hired the private
 paramilitary Blackwater "security" firm to protect fully insured downtown property

 from potential looters. Consistent with the crony capitalism central to its policies

 in Iraq, the Administration granted huge no-bid contracts to Halliburton and other

 politically connected corporations under the guise of "rebuilding" New Orleans. At

 the very moment when unverified and often untrue news reports sensationalized

 accounts of alleged looting by the poor in the aftermath of the hurricane, the
 legalized looting by the rich proposed and implemented by the President escaped

 media exposure and scrutiny.

 The free market fundamentalism that the Bush Administration proposed as

 the key to rebuilding New Orleans replicates the exact actions, values, and practices

 that made the hurricane so disastrous in the first place. Valuing property more than

 people elevated the pursuit of profits for developers over the preservation of the

 coastal wetlands that have traditionally protected New Orleans from the effects of

 flooding. The faith- and finance-based approach to science and the glorification

 of private gain that lead the Bush Administration to deny the realities of global

 warming impeded efforts to address the conditions that now make storms pick up

 more speed and force as they traverse the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico.

 Systematic disinvestment in the urban infrastructure left the city of New Orleans

 with inadequate storm drains and levee fortifications. The privatization of public

 services and the failure to enforce fair housing laws left black residents of affected

 areas trapped in unsafe dwellings and unable to secure transportation out of town.

 The evisceration of the social wage promoted by union busting, capital flight, and

 tax breaks for businesses left the poorest residents of New Orleans exposed to
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 LEARNING FROM NEW ORLEANS 453

 uncontrolled toxic wastes and deprived them of access to medical care and public

 health precautions necessary for their survival.

 The desires of the rich in respect to the rebuilding of New Orleans found
 direct expression in the words of Alphonso Jackson, George Bush's Secretary of

 Housing and Urban Development and one of those black conservatives who usually

 claims that discrimination has ended and that the time for color blind policies has

 begun. Yet Jackson's approach to New Orleans was expressly color conscious.
 "New Orleans is not going to be as black as it was for a long time, if ever again,"

 Jackson predicted. "I'm telling you, as HUD Secretary and having been a developer

 and a planner, that's how it's going to be" (Rodriguez and Minaya 2005). Jackson

 did not specify exactly which principles of planning and development require the

 removal of black people from cities where they are the majority of the population.

 Secretary Jackson could have said that, although it would be unwise to build

 new houses in the flood-prone mostly black lower ninth ward, new housing through-

 out the city would be made available to all residents of New Orleans as required

 by Fair Housing Act of 1968 and Civil Rights laws dating back to 1866. He did not

 explain why his administration gave students vouchers for private schools while

 failing to provide vouchers for temporary housing or subsidies to promote home

 ownership among people shut out of the housing market by illegal discrimination

 by the real estate, mortgage lending, and insurance industries.

 As Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, Jackson bears major re-
 sponsibility for enforcing fair housing laws, yet he has ignored the 50-100 com-

 plaints per week about fair housing violations reported to the Greater New Orleans

 Fair Housing Action Council (GNOFHC). Like his predecessors in the Clinton Ad-

 ministration, Jackson has taken no action to address the findings of testing surveys

 that have found that African Americans seeking apartments in the Crescent City

 encounter discrimination 77 percent of the time. Although attorneys representing

 GNOFHC have won more than one million dollars in actual and punitive damages

 for victims of housing discrimination in the past decade, the Bush Administration's

 commitment to crime fighting has never included protecting black and Latino cit-

 izens of New Orleans from illegal impediments to rentals and home ownership
 (Wilson 2005).

 Secretary Jackson's vision of a decline in the black population of New
 Orleans clearly corresponds to policies pursued by both political parties in re-
 cent years. The Clinton administration supervised the destruction of thousands

 of public housing units in New Orleans without producing adequate replacement

 housing. The number of public housing units in the city dropped by 8,000 units

 between 1996 and 2002. When Hurricane Katrina devastated much of the pub-

 lic housing remaining in New Orleans, Republican member of Congress Richard
 Baker from Baton Rouge announced jubilantly, "We finally cleaned up public
 housing in New Orleans. We couldn't do it, but God did."

 Less than a week after the hurricane hit, when stranded residents of New
 Orleans still needed rescue, medical care, food, water, evacuation, and resettlement,
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 Brigadier General Gary Jones of the Louisiana National Guard described his orders

 "to take this city back" from looters. "This place is going to look like Little
 Somalia," he predicted to reporters as he outlined his plans for a "combat operation"

 against what the Army Times described as "the insurgency," a usage that equates

 desperate poor people trapped in a hurricane in New Orleans with militias alleged

 to support terrorism in Iraq (Chenelly 2005).1

 The war in Iraq and the response to the hurricane in New Orleans may seem

 to have little in common other than the fact that the deployment of troops and the

 expenditure of money on war in Iraq diverted government resources from repairing

 levees, rebuilding wetlands, or having sufficient numbers of troops and adequate

 equipment for evacuating residents. But there is a deeper connection between
 the 2003 war in Iraq and the 2005 hurricane in New Orleans. In both cases, a
 combination of cruelty, cronyism, opportunism, dishonesty, and incompetence
 made bad situations even worse.

 Yet these policies, which enjoy such strong support in elite circles and which

 until recently have commanded widespread popular allegiance as well, do not
 exist in a vacuum. They come from a culture and a set of social relations that
 make them seem natural, necessary, and inevitable. Policies implemented at the

 highest levels of government depend on the ideological legitimation they receive

 from cultural practices, stories, images, and ideas deeply rooted in the quotidian

 activities of life in the United States. Rethinking American culture and the role

 it plays in sustaining inequality and injustice requires us to identify this cultural

 system, to name it, trace its origins and evolution, assess, evaluate, and explain
 the work it does, and to identify the already existing alternative cultural forms

 that might lead our society in another direction. The hostile privatism, speculative
 instrumentalism, and countersubversive carceralism that characterized the Bush

 Administration's responses to the war in Iraq and to Hurricane Katrina have deep

 roots in contemporary American culture. It is time for us to name this culture and

 the social warrant that it produces, to recognize its rootedness in segregation and in

 the racialization of space, to acknowledge its deep consequences for our collective

 existence, and to change it.

 The most important social mobilization of our time was not the civil rights

 movement of the mid 20th century but rather the counterrevolution that emerged

 against it through resistance to school desegregation, fair housing, and progressive

 taxation and eventually coalesced into a social warrant for competitive consumer

 citizenship. A social warrant is a widely shared and generally understood definition

 of what is permitted and forbidden in society. It is rarely written down but draws

 its power from the diffuse authority of collective ideas and actions. It functions

 as a de facto Bill of Rights, articulating foundational principles about obligations
 and entitlements and about exclusion and inclusion. Social warrants author and

 authorize new ways of knowing and new ways of being. They are products of

 political mobilization, part of what social movements can win when they battle for

 rights, resources, and recognition. Every social warrant has to displace the social
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 warrant that it hopes to surpass and supersede; struggles over social warrants reveal

 history as dialogic, as collective, continuing, and cumulative.2

 The social warrant of competitive consumer citizenship encourages well off

 communities to hoard their advantages, to seek to have their tax base used to
 fund only themselves and their interests, and to displace the costs of remedying

 complex social problems onto less powerful and less wealthy populations. This
 stance places every subunit of government in competition with every other unit,

 strengthening the hand of wealthy individuals and corporations while defunding

 the institutions established to regulate them. By emphasizing the insulation and

 isolation of local taxing units from the broader needs of the city, county, state,

 or national entities, antitax activists can be fiscal liberals at home, enjoying high

 spending on services they consume directly, while acting as fiscal conservatives

 elsewhere, demanding cuts in services that go to others. These practices serve their

 self-interests twice over: increasing public spending in well-off districts increases

 their property values; reducing spending in poorer communities makes residences
 in them worth even less to their inhabitants. The effect of this social warrant is to

 add to white competitive and comparative advantage.

 When the social warrant of the civil rights movement secured widespread

 credibility, support for education increased. If one thinks as a citizen or as a
 community member, then the more educated people there are, the better it is for

 everyone. However, if one thinks as an accumulator and a consumer competing

 with others for scarce resources, educating other people's children might place your

 own in a competitive disadvantage. This approach creates massive inefficiency and

 misallocation of resources at the societal level. Direct discrimination costs the gross

 national product from two to four percent a year in lost productivity and waste.

 Yet what is disastrous at the societal level can be advantageous at the level of the
 household-at least in the short run.

 The economic and political practices of competitive consumer citizenship
 require a cultural corollary. Defining the public good as the preservation of private

 privilege and elevating private desires over public needs is not a winning argu-
 ment. Portraying elites as oppressed victims, however, as producers oppressed by

 parasites such as government bureaucrats, on the one hand, and aggrieved minori-

 ties, on the other hand, legitimates aggressive and predatory social policies by
 presenting them as simple self-defense and a return to "common sense."

 This social warrant asks people to place their identities as accumulators and

 consumers above their responsibilities as workers and citizens. It builds a coun-

 tersubversive consensus around the idea that economic stagnation and social dis-

 integration stem from the excessive concessions made to subordinated groups as

 a result of the civil rights movement. It claims that drops in real wages, declines

 in public services, and increased user fees and taxes on sales and payroll are the

 result of expensive experiments in social engineering, such as school busing for the

 purpose of desegregation, rather than the result of the power and greed of corpo-

 rations and the regressive nature of the American tax code. For special emotional
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 effect, it portrays efforts to stop discrimination against communities of color as

 reverse discrimination against whites.

 Promising wealth, stability, and security to "taxpayers," the social warrant of

 competitive consumer citizenship instead creates a speculative economy, severs
 the relationship between work and reward, plunders public resources for private

 gain, and promotes economic insecurity and social antagonisms. "Tax limitation"

 campaigns and cuts in capital gains, income, property, and inheritance taxes for

 the wealthy actually end up raising payroll taxes, sales taxes, and user fees. Cuts

 in social welfare spending undermine real wages and allow businesses to increase

 profits by raising the costs of medicine, food, and other staples.

 Yet even failure has its uses. Budget cuts, deregulation, and racial polarization

 make everyday life worse for most people. The worse things get, however, the more

 receptive some parts of the populace are to demagogic moral panics that blame
 inner city dwellers, immigrants, or sexual minorities for society's problems. The

 more public debate swirls around "tax relief," the less likely public attention will be

 focused on decisions about production, investment, outsourcing, and profiteering

 in the private sector. Moral panics about the perceived decline of the family, about

 drug use, about sexual practices, about crime coupled with military mobilization

 and nativist attacks on immigrants provide outlets for the fear, anger, and frustration

 fostered by the false promises of what is still called Balanced Budget Conservatism

 even though its policies have resulted in the worst budget deficits in history during

 the Reagan and Bush administrations.

 Seen in the light of the social warrant of competitive consumer citizenship, the

 war in Iraq is not so much a blunder in foreign policy as an exercise in participatory

 plutocracy. It exploits the moral panic about terrorism to create new opportunities

 for economic gain among investors and owners and to establish new patterns of

 citizenship focused on consumption and spectatorship.3 American policy in Iraq
 does not aim to extend American society into the Middle East as much as it uses

 the destructive powers of war to construct a fantasy society overseas that is not

 yet possible at home. The executive branch of government uses the presence of
 American forces in Iraq as an excuse for experimenting with the privatization
 of troop provision, missile site protection, prison building, and communications

 infrastructure. The second-largest force in Iraq is not the ten thousand soldiers

 from the United Kingdom but the 12 thousand mercenaries hired by the executive

 branch of the American government. By outsourcing and subcontracting military

 operations to private for-profit firms, the executive branch escapes the scrutiny

 of Congress (and the American people), and contributes to the profits of crony

 capitalists who then make donations to politicians who favor further privatization

 efforts. The corpses of mercenary forces and "civilian" personnel do not appear

 among the lists of soldiers killed in the war, and their profits and exact duties
 remain hidden from view.

 The privatization of the war in Iraq is an end in itself, not a means to an

 end. The war places profit making for private firms at the center of state policy
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 and elevates the lust of the spectator over the responsibilities of the citizen. The

 government's "Terrorism Information Prevention System" invited untrained civil-

 ians to engage in unrestrained racial profiling of their fellow citizens by reporting

 "suspicious" activities to the government. When the Pentagon received "tips" of
 this nature, its representatives explained they had no means of processing the in-

 formation, but they advised callers to contact the Fox Television Network's (for

 profit) entertainment program "America's Most Wanted." The Defense Advance

 Research Projects Agency proposed on-line trading in rumors about events related

 to terrorism, like the potential assassination of Yassir Arafat. Traders invited to

 participate included investors and executives from private contractors whose firms

 would be capable of influencing the outcome of their wagers. When asked why
 the White House launched its campaign for war against Iraq in September 2002,
 even though it claimed to have "evidence" about that nation's alleged weapons of

 mass destruction earlier, Chief of Staff Andrew Card replied that everyone knows

 that new products are launched in September, not in August.

 The Defense Department has spent six million dollars to develop and publicize

 an on-line video game "America's Army." Available on the army's website, this
 game attracts more than two million registered users. Adolescents and adults with

 adolescent preoccupations can play soldier through this game, which the military

 touts for its "realism." Yet it contains all the realism of a Tom Clancy novel (where

 military leaders are always wise and weapons always work perfectly) or a network

 news report based on CIA and Bush Administration intelligence "evidence." Army

 spokespersons note that killed soldiers simply dissolve on screen during this game

 so that no dismembered body parts are shown. The army thus protects American

 children from the potential nightmares they might experience viewing simulations

 of the actual brutality that Iraqi and Palestinian children witness every day.

 Perhaps the epitome of the link between for-profit privatization and war came

 early in the 2002 major league baseball season when the San Diego Padres players

 took the field wearing uniforms marked with military camouflage. Sending players

 into a game wearing camouflage uniforms in a town with a huge military market

 (major marine and naval bases are located in the San Diego area) is a rather
 transparent effort by a private profit-making corporation to capitalize on the war

 on terror. It is a gesture quite different from observing a moment of silence to

 mark the deaths of soldiers and civilians, different from wearing black arm bands

 to mourn the dead, different from donating a share of the gate receipts to physicians

 and hospitals treating the wounded and maimed from all sides. In fact, the Padres'

 uniforms were not even good camouflage, because everyone in the stadium could

 still see them. If they were visible to fans in the upper deck, how could the Padres

 ever have fooled their opponents, a team from Cincinnati with the suspicious
 nickname of "the Reds?"

 The war is not only a war for private profit, but for partisan political advan-

 tage as well. It is a war with strategic objectives that include photographs, sound

 bites, and slogans for 30-second commercials designed to persuade the electorate
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 to support the present administration. Eerily reminiscent of Walter Benjamin's

 proclamation in "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" that

 "all efforts to render politics aesthetic culminate in one thing-war," it is now
 difficult to tell if public relations practices advance the war effort or if military

 engagements serve primarily as the most convenient ways to advance public re-

 lations objectives. Benjamin wrote that human self-alienation has now reached

 "such a degree that it can experience its own destruction as an aesthetic pleasure

 of the first order" (Benjamin 1969:242).

 The forms of privatization pursued by the American government in Iraq now

 serve as the model for rebuilding New Orleans. They escape scrutiny, debate, and

 accountability not only because of the will to power manifested by the Straussian

 thinkers who run the American nation-state, but also because they flow so organi-

 cally from the social warrant of hostile privatism and competitive consumer citi-

 zenship (Norton 2004). They make state policy out of a practice that New Orleans

 residents know well. Every Mardi Gras Day, members of the social elite of New

 Orleans don fancy costumes and masks to parade down Canal Street in gigantic
 floats pulled by trucks. From their perches high above the street, the elite members

 of closed social clubs celebrate Mardi Gras by throwing beads and dubloons to
 the assembled masses below them. People on the street strain their necks as they

 look upward and beg, "throw me something, mister," in hopes of having carnival

 souvenirs thrown their way. Our present political and economic system asks us to

 occupy the place of the people on the street in the Mardi Gras parades, to become

 spectators and consumers, craning our necks upward and begging our betters to

 "throw me something, mister."

 Yet there is another New Orleans. The place that the young George Bush
 used to visit to enjoy himself "sometimes a bit too much," the New Orleans of
 elite societies and Mardi Gras floats, is also the home of Mahalia Jackson, Louis

 Armstrong, and Jelly Roll Morton. It is the place where Homere Plessy and other

 creoles of Haitian ancestry had the temerity to challenge segregation by defying

 the Louisiana Separate Car Act in 1891. In New Orleans in the 1920s, Audley
 "Queen Mother" Moore successfully defended Marcus Garvey's right to speak at
 the Longshoreman's Hall by mobilizing a crowd of armed blacks on his behalf.

 This is the city that served as the base of operations for Tom Dent, Richard and

 Oretha Castle Haley, Lolis Elie, and Jerome Smith as they organized opposition
 to Jim Crow segregation in the 1960s in the parts of Louisiana and Mississippi
 that Fannie Lou Hamer described as the "land of the tree and the home of the

 grave" (Lee 2000). This New Orleans is a city where the streets have names like
 Melpomene, Erato, Tchoupitoulas, and Desire. It is a place where now deceased
 local musicians Bessie Griffin and Ernie K-Doe are still heard on the radio, where

 pleasure and social clubs parade in the streets, where the smell of red beans and

 rice cooking hangs in the air. This is a city where disc jockeys have names like

 Jack the Cat, Ernie the Whip, Doctor Daddy-O, and Poppa Stoppa. For many years,

 Tim's Barber Shop on North Claiborne Avenue advertised itself as the place to
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 get your hair "dyed, fried, and laid to the side" (Neville et al. with Ritz 2000:75;

 Rogers 1994).
 New Orleans is home to thousands of Latinos and Asians. It is not only one of

 the most southern ports of the United States, but it also serves as the northernmost

 port of the Caribbean. The city is a place that has been in continuous contact for

 centuries with ships, sailors, passengers, and cargo from Cuba, Haiti, Puerto Rico,

 Trinidad, and Mexico. Pre-Lenten carnival celebrations in New Orleans display
 influences from Cuba, Trinidad, Haiti, and West Africa. Rara rhythms from Haiti

 and habanera beats from Cuba permeate the sounds made by many different kinds

 of musicians in the Crescent City. When Cyril Neville moved from his native New
 Orleans to New York, he felt comfortable with Puerto Rican, Haitian, and Jamaican

 musicians because they reminded him of home. He claims that New Orleans has

 an "island" culture, pointing to the dreams, songs, and rhythms of Caribbean
 countries as crucial components of local life because the city shares that region's

 history of "the slave trade with Africa, souls being shipped and abandoned, cultures

 confused and commingled, the sense of oppression, the sense of relaxation, humid

 heat hanging over your head like a hammer, carnivals and rituals and a beat that

 goes from morning till night, drums that talk like singers and singers who sing like

 drums" (Neville et al. with Ritz 2000:233).

 The city of New Orleans bears significant traces of the history of Spanish

 colonial rule and Mexican migration. It served as an important base for political

 refugees from Mexico during the 1850s. Between 1853 and 1855, Benito Juarez,
 a Zapotec Indian from Oaxaca, spent his time working as a cigar maker in the
 French Quarter by day and mobilizing political opposition to dictatorial rule in
 his native land by night. Juarez returned home and eventually became President of

 Mexico. The Mexican Army's Eighth Cavalry Military Band made a triumphant
 appearance at the 1884 World's Cotton Exposition in New Orleans, and their
 melodies, harmonies, and rhythms quickly became part of the city's local musical
 culture.

 New Orleans is the home of incomparable artists and unparalleled artistry.
 This is the city where Blind Willie Johnson got arrested in front of the Customs

 House building in 1929 by New Orleans police officers, not for panhandling or
 for disturbing the peace, but because he sang the gospel song "If I had My Way

 in This Wicked World I Would Tear This Building Down" so convincingly that he

 frightened the local authorities who had him arrested for inciting a riot. In this New

 Orleans, blind blues guitar virtuoso Snooks Eaglin played so well that jealous band

 members sometimes tried to confound him by detuning his guitar just before he

 went on stage. Yet without breaking stride, Eaglin always got back in tune within

 the first five bars of the first song. This is the New Orleans where Professor Jo Dora

 Middleton thought she could impress her student, pianist James Booker, with the

 difficulty of playing classical music by handing him sheet music by J. S. Bach.
 Booker looked over the score and asked, "You want me to play this front to back
 or back to front?"
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 In this New Orleans, the magnificently talented Irma Thomas, the Soul Queen

 of New Orleans, sings in the alto section of the First African Baptist Church
 Choir every Sunday. Thomas rarely gets to sing lead, however, because incredibly

 enough, several other members of the congregation sing just as well as she does. In

 this New Orleans, the piano playing of Professor Longhair and James Booker, the

 poetry of Brenda Marie Osbey and Sybil Kein, and the theatrical innovations of

 John O'Neal and Gilbert Moses stand as monuments to the beauty, intelligence, and

 moral power of the black community. Their art has functioned, in the words of New

 Jersey hip hop artist Lauryn Hill, as an "opus to reverse the hypnosis." It challenges

 the system that elevates white property over black humanity by systematically

 following Hill's admonition to change "the focus from the richest to the brokest"
 (Hill 1998).4

 Yet the pleasures of New Orleans come from a crucible of undeniable pain.

 Ninth ward poet and journalist Kalamu ya Salaam reminds us, "living poor and
 Black in the Big Easy is never as much fun as our music, food, smiles, and laughter

 make it seem" (Salaam 1993).5 George Landry (now deceased, but formerly Chief

 Jolly of the Wild Tchoupitoulas Mardi Gras Indian tribe and the uncle of the
 musicians known as the Neville Brothers) was nearly beaten to death by police
 officers who accused him falsely of accosting a white woman. To make Landry
 confess, the officers positioned his testicles in a drawer and slammed it shut. Yet

 he still refused to comply with their demands (Neville et al. with Ritz 2000:33). As

 a youth, Landry's nephew Charles Neville witnessed a black man bleed to death
 after being dragged along city streets by a car driven by whites (Neville et al. with

 Ritz 2000:31). Charles's brother Cyril got in so many fights growing up in New

 Orleans that when he went for his Army preinduction physical exam, he had a
 long scar on his neck, his elbow in a cast, and needed crutches to walk. One of his

 fellow draftees assumed Neville was returning from the war and asked him what

 Vietnam was really like. "I don't know," Cyril replied, "this shit is just from the
 'hood" (Neville et al. with Ritz 2000:214).

 The perpetual struggle for dignity and self-determination waged by working-

 class blacks in New Orleans took a dramatic turn in June 2005. Eight weeks
 before Hurricane Katrina hit the Louisiana mainland, 82-year-old Allison "Tootie"

 Montana stood before the New Orleans City Council to speak up on behalf of some

 of the "brokest" residents of the Crescent City. Montana delivered his remarks in

 the wake of repeated incidents of police brutality and vigilante violence against

 black people in New Orleans in the preceding six months. On New Year's Eve, four

 white men working as bouncers at the Razoo Club on Bourbon Street beat and killed

 Levon Jones, a vacationing Georgia Southern college student. Establishments in
 the French Quarter are notorious for their exclusionary policies. They charge blacks

 higher cover charges and higher prices for drinks and selectively enforce unwritten

 "dress codes" as a way to discourage black patronage. Managers at the Razoo Club

 claimed that Jones's attire did not conform to the club's dress code, so they used

 deadly force to evict him. His experience with enjoying himself on Bourbon Street
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 turned out very differently from the memories fondly invoked by George Bush at

 his airport press conference.

 On March 24, New Orleans police officers killed Jenard "Nordy" Thomas,
 a 25-year-old T-shirt shop employee and part time college student, in the 1500
 block of Piety Street. They stopped Thomas as he was leaving a friend's house
 because they thought he looked suspicious. The officers claimed Thomas pulled
 a gun on them, but no gun was found on his bullet riddled corpse. Later in the

 summer, Raymond Robair, a 48-year-old roofer, was beaten, kicked, and killed by

 New Orleans police officers who encountered him outside the house of a friend he

 had been visiting in the Treme neighborhood (Lewis 2005: 3; Perlstein 2005a: 1).

 The focal point of Montana's ire, however, was an attack by New Orleans
 police officers on St. Joseph's Day (March 19) at the corer of Lasalle Street
 and Washington Avenue. Officers dispersed a peaceful assembly of Mardi Gras
 Indian tribes-social clubs of black men who masquerade as Plains Indians and
 parade through their neighborhoods in flamboyant costumes on Mardi Gras Day

 and St. Joseph's Day. The officers contended that the tribes were marching without

 a permit and needed to be dispersed. Representatives of the Indians contended that

 those assembled posed no threat to civic order and had never needed a permit
 before, even though their organizations have been parading every St. Joseph's Day

 for more than a century.

 Montana spoke from his perspective as a resident of the seventh ward-the
 oldest continuous free black neighborhood in the United States-and as a black

 worker whose labor as a lather had helped build houses throughout the city of
 New Orleans. Montana made his living installing the wooden battens on which
 plaster hangs. A master craftsman, he sometimes entertained his fellow workers by

 blindfolding himself on the job and then driving nails into place perfectly. To add to

 the spectacle, he kept his supply of nails in his mouth, spitting them into his hands

 in succession as he needed them. Montana also served as the unofficial handy man

 on his block, performing a wide range of construction tasks for his neighbors but

 never accepting a cent from them in return. He explained that people in the seventh

 ward had always helped each other and, years ago, they had even come together
 to build houses for one another (Reckdahl 2005: 1; Perlstein 2005b: 3).

 Yet for all his contributions as a worker and a neighbor, it was Montana's
 role as Chief of the downtown Yellow Pocahontas Indian tribe-and as "Chief

 of Chiefs" of all the Mardi Gras Indians-that led to his appearance before the

 city council that night. Estabon Eugene, known as Big Chief Peppy of the uptown

 Golden Arrows Tribe had actually signed up to be the first speaker, but he graciously

 stepped aside out of respect for his senior downtown rival. Montana delineated the

 long history of police harassment that he had witnessed with his own eyes going

 back decades. He condemned the St. Joseph's day action, especially the summons

 issued to Mardi Gras Indian Bertrand Butler and the arrest of Butler's daughter. He

 told the council members solemnly, "I want this to stop." Montana then paused,

 collapsed, and fell to the floor (Reckdahl 2005: 1).
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 Police officers called for an ambulance and administered CPR as Montana's

 son Darryl held the Chief in his arms. City Council President Oliver Thomas
 adjourned the meeting and asked those present to pray. The Indians in the room

 began to sing, "Indian Red," a song that serves as a prayer traditionally voiced to

 honor the tribal chief. Montana died that night at Charity Hospital.

 Tootie Montana died fighting for the right of black people in New Orleans

 to occupy and traverse urban space. His final words, "I want this to stop," speak
 volumes about the seriousness that lies beneath the surface of the Indians' colorful

 handmade costumes, festive dances, celebratory songs, and intricate language and

 lore. Often misunderstood and even condemned as a frivolous escape from serious

 political and economic problems, Indian masking by New Orleans blacks serves
 important functions.6 Especially in the post-civil rights and postindustrial era,
 when disinvestment, economic restructuring, and the cooptation of black elected

 officials by powerful white elites has neutralized the ability of working-class blacks

 in New Orleans to secure meaningful resources through the political system, the

 enduring utility of alternative academies like Mardi Gras Indian masking mer-
 its close attention. By themselves, these alternative academies cannot produce
 substantive realignments of political or economic power, but as repositories of

 collective memory, sites of radical solidarity, and sources of moral and political

 instruction, they hold enormous potential for the development of collective mobi-

 lization and struggle.

 In a city where decades of housing discrimination, environmental racism,
 urban renewal, and police harassment have relegated different races to different

 spaces, the ferocious theatricality and aggressive festivity of the Mardi Gras
 Indians holds great significance for the politics of place. Montana's Yellow
 Pocahontas tribe, like all Mardi Gras Indian groups, comes from a specific neigh-

 borhood and speaks for it. The corer of Lasalle and Washington where the Indians

 were not allowed to congregate on St. Joseph's Day 2005 is not just any corner. It

 is the location of the Dew Drop Inn, a venerable hotel and rhythm and blues night-

 club where many New Orleans musicians played on weekends during the 1950s,
 1960s, and 1970s. During those same years on weeknights, the Dew Drop hosted

 Drag Queen revues. Bobby Marchand would sing his national hit song, "There's
 Something on Your Mind," under his own name at the club on weekends but

 perform as a drag queen named Roberta on week nights (Rebennack 1994:48, 72).
 Indian tribes function as mutual aid societies. They help their members meet

 unexpected emergencies by paying medical bills and funeral expenses, financing

 urgent home repairs, or making up for lost wages caused by layoffs, illness, and

 injuries. These forms of self-help serve especially important functions because of

 the price that black people in New Orleans pay for the racialization of space and

 the spatialization of race.

 Systematic segregation and discrimination prevent black people from freely

 acquiring assets that appreciate in value, from moving to desirable neighbor-
 hoods with better services and amenities, and from reaping the rewards of home
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 ownership built into the tax code. Like suburban homeowners' associations and
 stakeholders in Common Interest Developments, inner city residents nurture a de-

 fensive localism. Unlike their counterparts in the suburbs, however, groups that

 have their private governments, exclusionary zoning, and tax subsidized privatism,

 inner city residents can neither control the uses to which their neighborhoods are

 put nor secure increases in the exchange value of their homes. Their only recourse

 under these circumstances is to increase the use value of their neighborhoods by

 turning "segregation into congregation," fashioning ferocious attachments to place

 as a means of producing useful mechanisms of solidarity (Lewis 1991:91-92).
 The practical activities of mutual aid that the Indians conduct provide mate-

 rial resources for an aggrieved community. At the same time, however, they also

 offer cultural and ideological instruction. In contrast to the fantasy representations

 of pirates, birds, animals, and royalty played out by members of the city's social

 elite riding along Canal Street on expensive floats on Mardi Gras Day, the Indians
 invert the imagery of western movies and wild west shows to celebrate the radi-

 cal solidarity and defensive resistance of warriors defending their home territory

 against outside aggression. They position themselves as oppositional and embat-
 tled. They move beyond the black-white binary that shapes the core categories of

 white supremacy in the United States to assert an affinity with another aggrieved

 racial group. On the day when the members of the city's social elite flamboyantly

 display their European heritage, the Mardi Gras Indians emphasize the new world

 realities of conquest and genocide.7

 Cyril Neville remembers learning about Indian masking from his uncle
 George Landry who served as Big Chief of the Wild Tchoupitoulas. "We don't
 need your fancy floats," Neville imagines the Indians saying to the downtown
 Mardi Gras. "We don't need floats at all. We have our own stories, our own music,

 our own drama. We'll make our own costumes according to our designs and we'll

 design our own parades." Neville recalls his uncle's moral authority as something

 rooted in their family's uptown 13th-ward neighborhood, taking the name of his

 tribe from one local street and masking as an Indian to tell the world: "This is who

 I am, this is where I'm from" (Neville et al. with Ritz 2000:245).

 On the day when the official Mardi Gras parade enshrines Canal Street as the

 center of the city, the Indians parade proudly through their neighborhoods, calling

 communities into being through performance. As Cyril Neville explains, "The
 mythology of the tribes is based on territorial integrity-this is our plot of ground

 where we rule" (Neville et al. with Ritz 2000:245). He recalls Chief Jolly's sense
 of self-affirmation as something rooted in his uptown 13th-ward neighborhood.

 Civil Rights activist Jerome Smith recalls that watching Tootie Montana and

 the Yellow Pocahontas tribe parade through the streets of New Orleans helped shape

 the consciousness about race and politics, which later enabled him to work for civil

 rights with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and the Congress of

 Racial Equality. Smith came from a working-class family. His grandfather was
 a militant in the black longshore workers union, and his parents raised him to
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 respect and admire black intellectuals and activists Mary McLeod Bethune and
 Paul Robeson. Yet Smith credits Tootie Montana as an important political influence

 as well, because he "unconsciously made statements about black power ... the
 whole thing about excellence, about uniqueness, about creativity, about protecting

 your creativity-I learned that in those houses [of the Indians]. Police would try
 to run the Indians off the street, but we had a thing. You don't bow, you don't run

 from 'em, no black or white or grizzly grey" (Rogers 1994:111-112).

 The organized abandonment of poor and working-class black people in New

 Orleans prior to the hurricane had left them isolated in high poverty neighborhoods

 and made them especially vulnerable to the effects of flooding. Now they face a

 concentrated campaign to disperse them to other regions, permanently removing

 them from New Orleans. These plans portend particularly vicious injuries because

 blacks in New Orleans have come to depend so much on neighborhood support
 networks that provide what Mindy Fullilove describes as emotional ecosystems
 grounded in the solidarities of space, place, and race (Fullilove 2004:11, 20). Dis-
 placed residents of the seventh, ninth, and 13th wards stand to lose much more from

 Hurricane Katrina than the owners of mansions, luxury apartments, office build-

 ings, and hotels, because although they were resource poor, they were network rich.

 The reconstitution of those networks and the spaces and social relations that nur-

 tured and sustained them should be the first priority of any rebuilding effort. They

 have the right to return, the right to rebuild, and the right to expect that black dignity

 and humanity will be protected as diligently and as assiduously as white property.

 Changing the focus from the richest to the brokest can reveal the determination

 of working people unwilling to let democracy die. The black working class in New

 Orleans has long refused to concede that white property is more important than

 black humanity. Its long histories of struggle and self-affirmation are especially

 important today as the destruction and reconstruction of New Orleans compel us

 to confront the painful truth about how we have been actually governed in this

 society and to face up to the apocalypse on the installment plan that surrounds us
 as a result.

 The social warrant of competitive consumer citizenship contains internal con-

 tradictions that cannot be resolved. It produces the opposite of what it promises.

 Elevating the avarice and calculation of the consumer over the conscience and

 responsibility of the citizen leads to a war of all against all, leaving society frac-

 tured, spiteful, and angry. Competition for scarce services and amenities promote

 anxiety, envy, and disrespect. The privileging of property rights over human rights

 leaves capital free to fly to the sites of greatest return, but when social security pen-

 sions turn into private investment accounts and schools become sites for returning

 profits to investors, the quality of life for young and old diminishes.

 Democracy is not dead in New Orleans. The seeds of democratic renewal

 are planted deeply in its soil-in the freedom dreams of its activists, artists, and

 intellectuals, in the mutuality, self-help, and solidarity of its working people, in the

 dynamism of its intercultural and interracial energy and imagination. Shifting the
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 focus from the richest to the brokest enables us to see possibilities where others

 see only problems. But it will take more than an opus to reverse this hypnosis. It

 requires hard work, sacrifice, and struggle. It compels us to confront the people

 who actually run this country, forcing us to face up to the selfishness, sadism, greed,

 contempt, and corruption of what is probably the most disgruntled, embittered, and

 angry agglomeration of "haves" in the history of the world. But the first step is
 to hear the words of Tootie Montana and to echo them, to look at what has been

 happening in our society and say, "I want this to stop."

 Notes

 Editor's note: This article was originally delivered as an address at the Society for
 Cultural Anthropology's Culture at Large session at the Annual Meetings of the American
 Anthropological Association on December 2, 2005. George Lipsitz is an eminent scholar
 of American studies who has taught at the University of Minnesota, the University of
 California, San Diego, where he cofounded and chaired the Ethnic Studies Program and
 directed the Thurgood Marshall Institute, and the University of California, Santa Cruz.
 He now teaches in the Department of Black Studies at the University of California, Santa
 Barbara. He is author of numerous studies: Class and Culture in Cold WarAmerica (1981),
 Time Passages: Collective Memory and American Popular Culture (1990), The Sidewalks
 of St. Louis: Places, People and Politics in an American City (1991), Rainbow at Midnight:
 Labor and Culture in the 1940s (1994), Dangerous Crossroads: Popular Music, Postmod-
 ernism, and the Poetics of Place (1994), A Life in the Struggle: Ivory Perry and the Culture
 of Opposition (1995), The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: How White People Profit
 from Identity Politics (1998), and American Studies in a Moment of Danger (2001).

 Acknowledgments. I thank Michael M. J. Fischer, Faye Ginsburg, Henry Jenkins III,
 Kim Fortun, and two anonymous reviewers for Cultural Anthropology for comments and
 criticisms vital to revisions of this article. I also thank Temple University Press for permis-
 sion to use here some parts of the revised edition of my book, The Possessive Investment in
 Whiteness: How White People Profit from Identity Politics (2006).

 1. I thank Jordan Camp for calling Chenelly's article to my attention.
 2. I describe the nature of social warrants more fully elsewhere (Lipsitz 2001). Stan

 Weir (2004) uses the term social charter for this concept, drawing from William Pilcher's
 study of longshoremen (1972). Lizabeth Cohen (2004) and Charles McGovern (in press)
 delineate how campaigns by working-class and middle-class consumer movements for
 material advancement, consumer protection, and public safety became co-opted into a state
 project in the service of private capital. See also Mattern et al. 1998. One of the best
 discussions of citizenship, consumption, and performance is Buff 2001.

 3. For the role of spectatorship in foreign policy see McAlister 2001. See also Williams
 1982.

 4. Quoted phrases are from Lauryn Hill, "Final Hour," from The Miseducation of
 Lauryn Hill.

 5. Salaam comes from New Orleans's ninth ward.

 6. The Mardi Gras Indians are working-class blacks, not Indians, but by masquerading
 as Indians as portrayed in Wild West shows and western movies, they position themselves
 as heroic warriors resisting aggression, as people living outside the black-white binary of
 everyday life in New Orleans, and as a living testimony to the fact that the moral geography of

 the United States stems from stolen ground. For more thorough analysis of the significance of

 the Indians see Lipsitz 1990:233-253; 1994:71-77. For a different view, see Reed 1995:202.
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 7. Enslaved blacks sometimes sought refuge in Indian territory in Louisiana, and there
 is a long history of intermarriage between Native Americans and blacks, The Mardi Gras
 Indians, however, started as an African American inversion of the images presented by
 Wild West shows and western movies. Some Mardi Gras Indians do feel a kinship with
 indigenous people, however, and attempt to learn from them and ally with them. George
 Landry distributed copies of Vine Deloria's Custer Died for Your Sins (1969) and Dee
 Brown's Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee (1971) to his family and worked with solidarity
 groups in indigenous cultural survival issues.
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 ABSTRACT "Rethinking American Culture" was a forum featuring the
 work of George Lipsitz in a dialogue between American Studies and
 anthropology about the ways in which "new forms of commercial patterns and
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 practices, new movements of people and products, and new communications tech-

 nologies are producing new ways of studying culture." This dialogue addresses
 the struggles over the social warrants of U.S. culture in the 21st century and how

 historians and anthropologists might best describe and analyze such warrants and

 reconstitute these fields, both of which are under pressure in a present "moment

 of danger" made all the more visible by the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in
 New Orleans, Louisiana. [social warrants, American Studies, Hurricane Katrina,

 media, class]
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